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Disclaimer
Whilst all care and diligence have been exercised in the preparation of this report,
Cavaye Community Development does not warrant the accuracy of the information
contained within and accepts no liability for any loss or damage that may be suffered
as a result of reliance on this information, whether or not there has been any error,
omission or negligence on the part of Cavaye Community Development or its
employees. Any priorities, forecasts or projections used in the report can be affected
by a number of unforeseen variables, and as such no warranty is given that a
particular set of results will in fact be achieved.
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Abbreviations
ABS
BRCOC
CASA
CBD
DEEDI
DERM
DET
DTMR
PIF
GBWT
GRC
GRCA
GTTC
HACC
ICOC
OESR
PIFU
RDA
SDGBTA
TAFE
TGWT
TQI
USQ

Australian Bureau of Statistics
Border Rivers Chamber of Commerce
Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Central Business District
Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation
Department of Environment and Resource Management
Department of Education and Training
Department of Transport and Main Roads
Primary Industries and Fisheries (Part of the Department of
Employment, Economic Development and Innovation)
Granite Belt Wine and Tourism
Goondiwindi Regional Council
Goondiwindi Regional Council Area
Goondiwindi Training and Technology Centre
Home and Community Care
Inglewood Chamber of Commerce
Office of Economic and Statistical Research
Planning Information and Forecasting Unit, Department of
Infrastructure and Planning
Regional Development Australia
Southern Downs and Granite Belt Tourist Association
Technical and Further Education
Toowoomba and Golden West Tourism
Texas Qld Inc.
University of Southern Queensland
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ABN 21 241 679 171

First Floor, 183 North Quay, Brisbane, Qld, 4000
PO Box 13186, North Bank Plaza, cnr Ann & George Sts, Brisbane Qld 4003
Ph: (07) 3236 3100
Fax: (07) 3236 3077
Email: agforce@agforceqld.org.au
Web: www.agforceqld.org.au

The Goondiwindi Regional Council is an area of some 19,000sq kms encompassing a
diversified rural area.
The region has long been regarded as an area of “Agricultural Excellence” and the
recent local government amalgamations has produced one of Queensland’s most
diverse rural areas. Broad acre farming in the western end of the region has long been
a major contributor to the district’s economy while small crops and irrigated farms in
the east have achieved similar results.
Strong economic development is an integral part of vibrant rural communities and I
applaud the Goondiwindi Regional Council for having a proactive approach in this
regard.
The Goondiwindi Regional Council 2009 – 2019 Community Economic Plan is broadly
designed to encompass all sectors and industries of its inspiring region.
In my visits to the region liveability and lifestyle are standouts. The Council and
residents clearly contribute and take pride on the clean green appearance of the
towns which understandably attracts high quality services that the region boasts
today.
It is with great pleasure that I have been invited to endorse this Community Economic
Plan and I wish the Council and residents of Goondiwindi Regional Council all the very
best in their endeavours to make the region even better.

John Cotter
President
AgForce Queensland

ADVANCING RURAL QUEENSLAND
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Foreword
The Community Economic Plan provides a comprehensive community-based plan for
the further development of the economy in the Goondiwindi Regional Council area.
The plan has been developed from the experience and input of a wide range of
community members across the Council area. Over 300 community members were
directly involved with many others providing comments in the community survey.
Key organisations and individuals also provided their comments and suggestions. I
sincerely thank these community members across the area who contributed their time,
knowledge and insight to the plan.
The implementation of this Community Economic Plan will be a community effort.
Many actions will involve state government agencies, federal government, business
organisations, private business operators and community members as well as
Goondiwindi Regional Council. Goondiwindi Regional Council will be on hand to
assist in the implementation of the plan where possible.
The plan is not just a document - it is a set of actions to be implemented. Obviously,
the economic situation will dictate the delivery of actions and resources will play a
vital part in the pace of implementation. The Goondiwindi Regional Council will
follow up on appropriate actions and engage the community as strategies in this plan
are prioritised and implemented. This will involve ongoing commitment of time and
resources by not just Council, but also by community organisations and individuals
who choose to partner Council in the pathway forward.

Cr Graeme Scheu
Mayor
Goondiwindi Regional Council
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Introduction
Residents of the Goondiwindi Regional Council Area enjoy a vibrant economy that
has many assets and that contributes to the liveability and prosperity and the region.
It has a strong innovative agricultural base with opportunities for further value adding.
There are growing opportunities particularly in tourism, e-commerce, the “creative
economy” and in retailing. Entrepreneurs in the region have developed new ideas into
viable enterprises and there are key assets such as Coolmunda Dam and the major
highways in the region.
However, the region faces economic challenges such as changes to access to irrigation
water and the increasing costs of maintaining and expanding basic infrastructure and
services. Smaller communities, in particular, look to build their economy with
relatively small local markets.
Maintaining economic competitiveness and managing challenges, requires a
comprehensive plan. This Community Economic Plan is based on resident input and
aims to better guide decisions and investment, provide a common set of priorities for
the region, and mobilise a range organisations supporting economic development.
While the plan has been facilitated by Goondiwindi Regional Council, it belongs to
the community, not to Council. Many of the actions for the future of the region will
require action by a range of stakeholders including not just local government, but also
state government, federal government, the private sector, community organisations
and individual residents. Indeed, many of the actions in the plan are not the
responsibility of Council.
Goondiwindi Regional Council will consider the issues that are its responsibility. It
also will negotiate with Queensland Government agencies, private service providers
and other partners to address the issues in the plan. It also will involve the
community in actions and keep residents informed of progress.
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The Goondiwindi Regional Council Area
The Goondiwindi Regional Council area covers the former shires of Inglewood and
Waggamba and the town of Goondiwindi along the southern Queensland border
(Figure 1). The three main towns are Goondiwindi, Inglewood and Texas and there
are several smaller communities across the region.

Figure 1. The Goondiwindi Regional Council Area.
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Development of the Community Economic Plan
The Community Economic Plan was developed using the following steps.

ASSETS
Identifying economic assets – physical, human
and social

WHERE ARE WE NOW?
A basic analysis of the economy

PREFERRED FUTURE
A practical description of how residents see as
a desired economic future

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
The opportunities and challenges residents see
for the region

STRATEGIES and ACTIONS
Strategies and actions to be implemented to
achieve the preferred future
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The plan involved residents in identifying the assets of the local economy. An
overview of the economic makeup of the community identified key trends and issues.
Residents also were asked to describe a preferred future that was a practical set of
aspirations for the future of the economy. For a range of sectors, people identified
opportunities and challenges and developed priority actions to achieve the preferred
future.
Community Engagement
The Community Economic Plan sought to involve as many residents as possible in the
steps above. Community engagement involved multiple opportunities for residents to
have input. It also emphasised opportunities for a wide range of local people to talk
over issues and opportunities in a way that was comfortable and appropriate for them.
The engagement involved a combination of the following:
•

•
•

A series of discussion meetings in each of the smaller communities across the
Council area. Over 150 residents were involved in discussion meetings at
Tarawera, Talwood, Toobeah, Lundavra, Yagaburne, Yelarbon, Cement Mills
and Watson Crossing.
Approximately 80 people attended meetings in Inglewood, Texas and
Goondiwindi.
Discussions were held with key individuals and groups including Border
Rivers Chamber of Commerce, Border Rivers Food and Fibre, Texas Visitors
Association, Inglewood Chamber of Commerce, arts organisations and
business operators.

Community Feedback
A draft of the Community Economic Plan will be available for residents to comment
on and suggest changes.
Implementation
Detailed recommendations are made to implement the plan. Representatives of the
three community-based economic development organisations will be invited to form
an informal group to provide community oversight of the implementation of the plan.
Goondiwindi Regional Council staff would coordinate its implementation in
conjunction with this group. It is expected that a number of working groups would
form to implement actions described in the plan. Negotiations would be held with a
range of agencies and other service providers and applications for funding would be
progressively developed for actions to be implemented.
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The Current Economy
The following demographic and economic profile outlines the characteristics of the
local economy in the GRCA including population, ageing, employment and income.
Data have been gained largely from the Australian Bureau of Statistics Census of
Population, 2006.
The key demographic and economic characteristics of the GRCA are:
•

Projected population growth of 0.69% per year with projected growth
concentrated in the town of Goondiwindi (with development from the town
expanding into the former Waggamba shire).

•

The age structure reflects a “gap” of young people but the proportion of
people over 55 years is the same as in Queensland generally. Residents in the
former shire of Inglewood are substantially older than in the rest of the GRCA.

•

The population of GRCA is relatively highly employed with levels of
employment that are slightly higher than in Queensland generally.

•

From 1996 to 2006 there has been increasing overall employment but
decreasing full time employment and increasing part time work.

•

Employment is highly concentrated in agriculture and forestry (29.4% of the
employed workforce). This is eight times the proportion of employment in
agriculture in Queensland as a whole.

•

Over the last decade, employment in agriculture and forestry and in
wholesaling has declined. Employment has increased in retailing;
construction; professional and technical services; health care and social
assistance; and in other services.

•

The age of workers in the GRCA is very similar to that in Queensland
generally. This is different from the usual pattern for regional areas where the
age of the workforce is generally older than that for the state.

•

The pattern of family and individual income is similar in the GRCA compared
to the income of Queensland families generally. However, there is a higher
proportion of families and individuals with middle to lower incomes and a
lower proportion of families with higher incomes in the GRCA compared to
Queensland.

•

The highest proportion of enterprises in the GRCA (39.9% of enterprises) are
unincorporated with no employees. These are effectively single
owner/manager operations. This is similar to Queensland.

•

The number of businesses in the GRCA has been relatively static over time.
There has been a slight reduction from 1710 businesses in 2003 to 1689
businesses in 2006.
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•

A relatively consistent proportion of businesses turn over in the GRCA with
approximately 13% of businesses entering or exiting each year.

Population
Figure 2 shows the population of the Goondiwindi Regional Council Area (GRCA) in
total and in terms of the former local government areas. The total population was
virtually unchanged from 1981 to 1996 followed by consistent actual and expected
growth from 1996 to 2026. The overall growth rate from 1981 to 2026 is expected to
be 0.53% per annum. The area is expected to have a net gain of an average of 77
residents per year from 2006 to 2026 with an expected population of 12,340 by 2026.
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Figure 2. The estimated resident population of the GRCA (OESR, 2007).
Population growth is occurring, and is projected to continue to occur, in the former
Waggamba Shire and in the town of Goondiwindi. The population of the former
Inglewood Shire has declined consistently from 1981 to 2006. It is projected to be
maintained at between 2660 and 2690 people from 2006 to 2026.
Figure 3 shows the actual and projected population growth rates for Queensland, the
Darling Downs region and GRCA. GRCA had an average annual growth rate of
0.38% between 1981 and 2006. However, there is a higher projected growth rate of
0.69% per annum from 2006 to 2026. This is considerably less than that of
Queensland (1.4%-2.3% per annum) and somewhat less than the Darling Downs
region (0.9%-1.5% per annum) from 1981 to 2026.
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Figure 3. Actual and projected average annual growth rates for GRCA, the Darling
Downs region and Queensland (OESR, 2007)
Ageing
The age of the population of the GRCA region shows a typical regional profile (figure
4). Like many regions it shows a distinct “youth gap” – the under-representation of
people from the age of 15 to 34 years. This is relatively typical of Australian regions
where young people often leave to gain education and employment and they also
often travel.
Unlike many other regions, the GRCA profile does not show a typical overrepresentation of people over the age of 55 years. It also shows a relatively high
proportion of children.
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GRCA Compared to Queensland (2006)
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Figure 4. The age profile of the population of GRCA compared to Queensland (ABS
Census, 2006)
The median age of residents of GRCA (37.3 years) is only slightly greater than that of
Queenslanders generally (36 years). However, there are considerable differences in
population age across the region (figure 5). The population of the former Inglewood
Shire is substantially more aged than the other parts of the region. Residents of the
former Inglewood Shire have a considerably higher median age (43 years) than
residents of the former Waggamba Shire (35 years) and Goondiwindi town (34 years).
Please note that some of the residents of the former Waggamba shire would reside on
the outskirts of Goondiwindi town and would essentially be town residents.
Both the former Waggamba Shire and the former Inglewood Shire have pronounced
“youth gaps” but Goondiwindi town has a relatively minor youth gap. The population
of the former Waggamba Shire appears to have a relatively high proportion of
families and children.
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Age by District
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Figure 5. The change in the age structure of the population from 1996 to 2006 (ABS
Census, 2006)
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Employment
The population of GRCA is relatively highly employed with a pattern of employment
that shows that people are slightly more employed than in Queensland generally
(Figure 6). 96.3% of the labour force is employed which is similar to that for
Queensland (95.3%). Full time workers represent 65.2% of the labour force with
61.6% of Queensland workers employed full time. The proportion of people
employed part time (25.0%) is also slightly less than for Queensland (27.7%). The
unemployment rate in GRCA (3.7%) is lower than that for the state (4.7%).
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Figure 6. The employment status of the labour force in GRCA (ABS Census, 2006)
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Change in Employment
From 1996 to 2006 there has been increasing overall employment but decreasing full
time employment and increasing part time work (Figure 7). The size of the labour
force has been virtually unchanged from 49.5% of the population in 1996 to 49.8% in
2006. In the same period, total employment has increased from 94.1% of the labour
force to 96.3%. Full time employment has declined from 68.8% of the employed
workforce in 1996 to 65.2% in 2006. Over the same period, part time employment
has increased from 21.4% to 25.0%.
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Figure 7. The change in employment of the labour force in GRCA from 1996 to
2006 (ABS Census, 1996, 2001, 2006)
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Industry of Employment
Figure 8 shows that employment in the GRCA is highly concentrated in agriculture
and forestry (29.4% of the employed workforce). This is eight times the proportion of
employment in agriculture in Queensland as a whole. The next most concentrated
employment sectors were retail (12.0% of the employed workforce), health care and
social assistance (7.9%), and construction (6.8%). The sectors where the GRCA has
the lowest percentages of employment compared to Queensland are arts and
recreation services; manufacturing; media and telecommunications; and electricity,
gas, water and waste.

Employment by Industry (2006)
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Figure 8. Employment in different industries in the GRCA (ABS Census, 2006).
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Change in Industry of Employment
The economy has changed over the last decade with major decreases in employment
in agriculture and forestry and in wholesaling from 1996 to 2006 (Figure 9). Over the
same period there have been increases in employment of between 1% and 2%
retailing; construction; professional and technical services; health care and social
assistance; and in other services.

Change in Industry of Employment
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Figure 9. Change in the proportion of the employed workforce in different sectors
(ABS Census, 1996, 2001, 2006).
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Age of the Labour Force
The age of workers in the GRCA is very similar to that in Queensland generally
(Figure 10). This is different from the usual pattern for regional areas where the age
of the workforce is generally older than that for the state. In GRCA, there is an
overrepresentation of workers in age groups greater than 65 years which is likely to be
due to older people being employed in family farming enterprises beyond retirement
age. The highest proportion of workers in the GRCA is concentrated in ages from 40
to 44 years (12.7% of workers). This is similar to that for Queensland with 12.0% of
workers in this age group.
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Figure 10. The age structure of the workforce in GRCA and Queensland (ABS
Census, 2006)
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Income
Family Income
Figure 11 shows weekly family income in the GRCA compared to Queensland in
2006. The pattern of family income is similar in the GRCA compared to the income
of Queensland families generally. However, there is a higher proportion of families
with middle to lower incomes and a lower proportion of families with higher incomes
in the GRCA compared to families in Queensland. In 2006, 60.9% of GRCA
families earned less than $1200 per week compared to 53.3% of Queensland families.
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Figure 11. Weekly family income for families in 2006 in the GRCA compared to
Queensland (ABS Census, 2006).
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Individual Income
Figures 12 shows the weekly income of employed individuals in the GRCA in 2006
compared to Queensland. As with family income, the pattern of income of employed
individuals in the GRCA and in Queensland are very similar. There are slightly
higher proportions of individuals who earn middle to lower incomes in the GRCA
than in Queensland. In the GRCA, 63.7% of individuals earn less than $600 per week
compared to 60.1% in Queensland.
Weekly Individual Income (2006)
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Figure 12. Weekly individual income for employed workers in 2006 in the GRCA
compared to Queensland (ABS Census, 2006).
Enterprises
Figure 13 shows the proportion of enterprises with different numbers of employees in
the GRCA compared to Queensland. The highest proportion of enterprises in the
GRCA (39.9% of enterprises) are unincorporated with no employees. These are
effectively single owner/manager operations. This is similar to Queensland. There
are similar proportions of incorporated enterprises with less than 20 employees
(28.9% of enterprises) and unincorporated enterprises with less than 20 employees
(26.8% of enterprises). However, in the GRCA there are considerably fewer small
incorporated enterprises and a greater proportion of small unincorporated enterprises
compared to Queensland.
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Figure 13. The proportion of enterprises with different numbers of employees in the
GRCA and Queensland (ABS Census, 2006)
The number of businesses in the GRCA has been relatively static over time. There
has been a slight reduction from 1710 businesses in 2003 to 1689 businesses in 2006.
Most of the decrease has occurred in the town of Goondiwindi where 53% of
businesses in the GRCA are located.
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Figure 14. The number of businesses in the former local government areas of the
GRCA from 2003 to 2006 (ABS 2009).
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The total number of businesses either entering or exiting the GRCA have increased
from 54 businesses in 2004 to 72 businesses in 2006. However, figure 15 shows that
there is a relatively consistent proportion of businesses turning over in the GRCA
averaging approximately 13% of the total number of businesses entering or exiting
each year.
Business Entry and Exit
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Figure 15. The proportion of businesses entering and exiting the GRCA each year
from 2004 to 2006 (ABS 2009).
Figure 16 shows that the rate of business entry and exit in the GRCA is comparable
with that in the former city of Toowoomba and the former Warwick Shire.
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Figure 16. The proportion of businesses entering and exiting the GRCA and other
related areas in 2006 (ABS 2009).
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Retail Prices
Figure 16 shows the index of retail prices for Goondiwindi and the major
neighbouring centres of Toowoomba and Warwick. The index of retail prices is
based on a survey of regional retail prices of goods and services in selected
Queensland cities and towns conducted in May 2006. A standard basket of 207 goods
of the same size and brands was purchased in 48 centres across the state including
Goondiwindi Toowoomba and Warwick.
The cost of the standard goods in Brisbane is set as a benchmark of 100. The index
number for each centre indicates the relative level of prices in that centre compared
with Brisbane. For example, in Goondiwindi the index of transport costs is 93.3
which means that the cost of transport is 93.3 % of transport in Brisbane i.e. 6.7%
cheaper. The index for all items less housing in Goondiwindi is 100.6 which means
that Goondiwindi is 0.6% more expensive than Brisbane.
In

Goondiwindi, Toowoomba and Warwick, housing is substantially cheaper than in
Brisbane but the prices of other commodities are similar to Brisbane. Transport costs
in Goondiwindi are 6% lower than in Brisbane and groceries are also slightly cheaper.
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Figure 16. Index of retail prices for Goondiwindi, Toowoomba and Warwick.
Indices are shown are differences from prices in Brisbane which have an index of 100
(OESR, 2009).
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Agricultural Production
Table 1 shows that the hectares of crops produced and the numbers of livestock turned
off in the GRCA in 2006. The region has a substantial agricultural base with major
cereal grain, cotton, sheep and wool and beef cattle production.
Table 1. Agricultural production in 2006. (ABS, 2009).

Type of Production
Area of holding
Cereals for grain
Vegetables
Orchard trees
All fruit (excluding grapes)
Non-cereal broadacre crops
Sheep and lambs
Meat cattle
Pigs

Former
Unit Inglewood
Shire
ha
421493
ha
4763
ha
79
ha
356
ha
373
ha
724
no.
197825
no.
93945
no.
69

Former
Total
Waggamba
GRCA
Shire
1265827 1687320
242855 247618
7
86
2
358
2
374
45564
46288
215855 413680
149566 243511
36074
36143
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Economic Assets
Community members identified the following economic assets:
•

Enthusiastic, but relatively small business development organisations
including Borders Rivers Chamber of Commerce, Texas Visitors Association
and Inglewood Chamber of Commerce.

•

Many businesses have strong existing networks and collaborate readily.

•

Generally good facilities and services, for example there are 12 doctors in
Goondiwindi and a medical centre in Inglewood. However, smaller
communities have limited services such as limited freight services to Talwood
and limited services in Inglewood and Texas.

•

High quality agricultural land that supports several cornerstones of the
economy such as irrigation and dryland farming.

•

The region has a geographic advantage being on the main Melbourne/Brisbane
highway and being relatively close to Toowoomba and Warwick.

•

The climate is pleasant and allows a diverse range of agriculture.

•

The region has several advantages that attract and retain families and
employees. These include:
o relatively safe with a low crime rate,
o excellent community amenity such as green streetscapes, parks, and
neatness,
o good schools and kindergartens and relatively high educational
attainment.

•

While there are definite improvements in infrastructure that need to be made,
the region has generally good roads.

•

Communities have a reliable urban water supply.

•

People have strong community pride with a supportive local media.

•

Coolmunda Dam is a major asset for water supply and tourism.

•

Strong advocacy for irrigation is maintained by organisations such as Borders
Rivers Food and Fibre.
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Challenges
The GRCA faces a range of economic challenges. Figures 17, 18 and 19 show the
challenges for Goondiwindi, Inglewood and Texas identified by respondents to a
community survey. The most common issues raised were quite consistent as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

attracting and retaining young people and skilled workers,
expanding and diversifying businesses,
attracting and retaining new businesses,
managing an ageing population,
increasing employment opportunities,
maintaining existing businesses

Figure 17. Economic challenges identified for Goondiwindi
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Figure 19. Economic challenges identified for Inglewood
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Figure 20. Economic challenges identified for Texas
Other major economic challenges identified in community discussions are as follows:
Water security is a major difficulty. The prolonged drought has had a major impact
on the region. Moreover, the likely future reduction in water allocation from the
Murray Darling system, if implemented, will limit the area and production of irrigated
agriculture. This would have a considerable effect on an economy that is highly
concentrated in agriculture.
The ageing of the population, particularly in the eastern half of the region, is likely to
limit local spending, investment and economic activity. It has creates opportunities
for businesses in aged care, health services and older persons recreation. However,
the daily spend and level of investment of retirees in the region is likely to be
relatively low.
The cost of infrastructure maintenance and development has escalated strongly to
the point where it is a major difficulty for both government and private enterprise.
Major investment in roads, telecommunications and community facilities fosters the
economic and community vitality of the region. However, public infrastructure costs
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will remain a major challenge for Goondiwindi Regional Council and state and
federal agencies.
A major infrastructure challenge is high dependence on road transport, and reduced
rail capacity, for the movement of agricultural products. This places major stress on
existing road infrastructure.
Local government resources are limited and it will need to be very prudent in its
financial management. The newly amalgamated Council has limited funds from the
financial position of previous local governments. Even as an amalgamated entity,
rating income is based on a population of 10,300 people. This is a relatively low rate
base to support the breadth of infrastructure and services across the Council area. The
business case for public services and advocacy to Queensland and Federal
governments will continue to be crucial.
GRC serves a much larger population
than its rated population. People across
the border from Goondiwindi, and to a
lessor extent, Texas, access publicly
supported services in both communities.
These communities benefit from the retail
spending and other investment of this
population. However, these people do
not contribute rates to support public
services and facilities which must be
maintained by ratepayers north of the
border.
Many businesses identified Council
regulations as an impediment to
investment. Regulations need to better
ensure equity and appropriate
development and also be streamlined and
efficient for businesses.
Volunteering and participation in community organisations is declining. Many
community organisations are finding it difficult to attract and retain active members.
This means that community facilities such as local halls have and
The retention of businesses and basic services in smaller communities is a major
challenge. There is a strong link between population and business/service viability.
As population declines in some communities, businesses become less viable further
limiting population. Many smaller communities are faced with changing this to a
virtuous cycle of basic businesses and services supporting the population and
employment increasing the population.
The community needs to maintain innovation and entrepreneurship. While there
have been many examples of entrepreneurship in the region, several informed
community members stressed the need for “drivers” and there was a risk of losing
innovation.
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With an ageing population and a significant youth gap in the population, farm and
business succession is a major issue. There is a risk that farms, particularly, could
lack succession and be aggregated or split up.
The drought and global recession has reduced economic activity and investment.
However, low interest rates, federal government economic stimulus and infrastructure
spending, and improving access to credit are likely to contribute eventually to a
recovery. As the national economy recovers and expands there will be opportunities
for businesses in the GRCA to grow.
Coal and oil seam gas mining are possible economic opportunities for the GRCA.
However, these industries are quite geographically specific and there is no major
operations proposed in or near the GRCA. However, businesses in the region need to
be prepared for further development and increased general economic activity around
mining in the southern Queensland region generally.
The Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme and associated Emissions Trading Scheme
represent potential benefits and challenges. Potentially, the region could benefit from
actions that sequester carbon and “green” businesses will have potentially greatly
expanded markets. However, ruminant animal production and transport dependent
industries are likely to face higher costs.

Preferred Future
A preferred future for the region is:

A vibrant, stronger, more efficient community respectful of
it’s’ roots and with eye to future opportunities whilst
maintaining the quality of life that currently exists.

In line with this overall vision, the future of the economy would be:

A strong and sustainable economy that supports the growth of
new and existing industry and business activities that enhance
local lifestyle and provides long term employment
opportunities.
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Guiding Principles
Key principles in achieving this economic vision are:
•
•
•

•
•
•

the economy contributing to steady sustainable growth which makes the
region more vibrant, more efficient and more resilient to external influences,
consolidating and maintaining current infrastructure, facilities and business
activity,
economic opportunities and services would be equitable across the various
communities of the region. The larger centres in the region would
complement and support the economy of smaller centres and vice versa.
Economic development would be consistent with the values and lifestyle of
the region,
support and facilitation of employment opportunities,
enhancing agriculture as a key economic sector but also broadening the
economy to enhance diversification and less direct dependence on
agriculture. This would include the development of other economic sectors
where the region can be competitive such as services, education, the creative
economy and tourism.

Economic Development Strategies
Strategy 1. Ongoing development and maintenance of infrastructure that keeps
pace with community requirements within the constraints of funding.
1.1 Maintaining existing infrastructure and facilities
1.2 Improving access to freight
1.3 Develop and implement forward plans for infrastructure development
Strategy 2. Maintaining a vibrant and sustainable primary industries sector
where agriculture in the region is recognised as a leader in Queensland.
2.1 Maintaining communication and management of water security
2.2 Improve the marketing of agricultural products and services
2.3 Enhance and promote agricultural skills to position the region as one of
excellence
2.4 Minimise impacts of weeds and feral animals
Strategy 3. Improving the efficiency and productivity of existing firms. This
includes activities such as business support services, partnerships, promotion and
fostering markets.
3.1 Having well networked and engaged businesses with vibrant business
organisations and a well used community web portal. Businesses and GRC would
be positively engaged with each other.
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3.2 Reducing economic leakage largely from consumer spending in Toowoomba
and Warwick and the non-local purchase of supplies.
3.3 Comprehensive business support services where the region is “friendly” to
business with easy ways for business operators to access information, funding
opportunities and support. Regulations would be streamlined and efficient.
Strategy 4. Improving the skills and capacity of the workforce
Strategy 5. Attracting and retaining new businesses, investment, population and
employment.
5.1 Fostering the establishment of new businesses. Access to adequate
infrastructure, fostering entrepreneurship, streamlined regulations and incentives
are ways of encouraging the development of new businesses.
5.2 Developing specific opportunities for business such as in alternative
energy, the “knowledge economy” and the internet.
5.3 Making communities attractive to business and new residents
5.4 Attracting and retaining professionals and young people. This includes
attributes such as having skilled employment, services for young families, greater
educational choice and community amenity and participation.
Strategy 6. Enhancing tourism with greater destination, passing-traffic, conference
and event-based tourism opportunities.
6.1 Developing specific tourism opportunities
6.2 Attracting and supporting events and conferences
6.3 Enhancing tourism promotion
Strategy 7. Developing entrepreneurship and innovation.
Strategy 8. Strengthening the creative economy featuring profitable businesses in
arts, culture and heritage.
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Strategy 1. Ongoing Development and Maintenance of
Infrastructure and Facilities
Issues Raised by the Community
Roads and Transport
The region features major roads, the junction of highways and a significant
involvement with the transport industry. Roads are under major stress. Congestion
on the rail line into the Port of Brisbane limits the number of trains available to
transport grain from the GRCA to two trains per week. This has recently been
increased to three trains per week but the congestion in Brisbane is an ongoing
problem. Grain and cattle transport to and from feedlots also has an impact on
Council roads. This has meant that heavy truck transport is frequently used to
transport grain, cattle and other commodities. This pressure has increased the wear,
particularly on major roads. The GRC needs to:
•
•
•

continue to lobby for improved transport access for shipment of grain by rail,
lobby the Department of Main Roads for continuing and preventative
maintenance,
ensure ongoing enforcement of weight limits and truck safety.

Community members in rural areas strongly supported the ongoing program of
extending the bitumen road network but recognised the limitations of funding to
deliver this. A range of specific priorities for road improvement were identified in the
small community meetings and these will be considered in the existing 10 year Road
Improvement Program. The maintenance of existing rural roads was also seen as a
priority.
The improvement of road grids in the eastern half of the region was also a major
priority. Residents felt that several grids were either too narrow, inadequately built
and/or were not level. The Council has reviewed grids in the area and is developing a
program of maintenance and improvement to address priority grids first. However,
this needs to be combined with negotiations with landholders about the fencing of
roads where this is feasible and affordable.
Access to freight services in Talwood and other small communities was limited.
Residents emphasised the need to maintain rail services for freight and ensure a
regular service by road and rail.
The Melbourne to Darwin rail link is likely to include the GRCA and, if progressed,
this would mean significant improvements to rail transport in the region.
Airport
The improvement of the Goondiwindi aerodrome would be likely to contribute
substantially to economic development. An air service between Goondiwindi,
Toowoomba and Brisbane may be feasible. It would also attract tourism, support
industry and community events, and expand opportunities for air service contractors
and possibly the opportunity for air services to support the minerals and coal seam gas
industries of the Surat Basin.
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Substantial costs would be involved to enhance the strip and facilities and it is
somewhat land-locked by its proximity to the highway. However, it is recommended
that the Council investigate the opportunity to expand facilities and hangar space at
the existing airport. For more major investment, such as enhancing the capability of
the strip to allow a regular air service, an appropriate assessment of the feasibility
would need top be done.
Industrial Estate
Several informed people raised the need for an industrial estate in Goondiwindi. They
felt that it was important to have sites of 1, 2 and 3 acres with power, water and
sewerage. This would be important to attracting and retaining businesses, particularly
those that could support the agriculture sector as well as diversify the economy.
Community facilities
The provision of community facilities has a major impact not only on the liveability
and amenity of communities but also on attracting and retaining businesses and
employees. GRC is developing master plans for streetscape in Goondiwindi,
Inglewood and Texas. A wide range of relatively small infrastructure improvements
were identified in the smaller community discussions such as public toilets, picnic
areas, kerbing and channelling etc. It is recommended that these be prioritised and
implemented as soon as possible.
Telecommunications
Many community members raise the need to improve mobile phone coverage and
access to broadband. These not only are convenient, but underpin the operation of
businesses and stimulate economic opportunities in the knowledge/information
economy.
The provision of broadband and mobile phone coverage is determined by the
commercial decisions of private providers. Businesses and GRC need to continue to
lobby for improved access. The roll-out of the National Broadband Network will
enhance access to high speed broadband. Issues such as the possible relocation of a
mobile phone tower in the Yagaburne district need to be pursued.
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Strategy 1. Ongoing Development and Maintenance of Infrastructure and Facilities
Actions
Priority
1.1 Maintaining existing infrastructure and facilities
Maintain the standard of Council roads as
1
part of the ongoing 10 year road program
Lobby the Department of Transport and
Main Roads for funds for continued
1
maintenance of main roads given the extent
of heavy transport pressure on them
Negotiate with neighbouring Councils
through the Roads Alliance to ensure
1
coordinated maintenance, particularly
across the border
Lobby the Department of Transport and
Main Roads for ongoing enforcement of
3
truck load limits and truck safety
1.2 Improve access to freight particularly by rail
Develop a business case and lobby
Queensland Rail for improved rail access
1
particularly for grain movement and freight
services
Remain actively informed about the
development of the inland rail link to
2
Brisbane and engage businesses in
opportunities that arise

Timeframe

Key Partner

Partners

L

GRC

DTMR

S

GRC

Agforce,
Growers

S-M

GRC

Neighbouring Councils

S

GRC

Agforce,
Growers

S

GRC

Agforce,
Growers
BRCOC

GRC

Inland rail authority, state,
federal, local government,
agricultural groups
BRCOC

M

Priority: 1 highest to 3 lowest based on the importance expressed in community discussions
Timeframe: S, Short term (within 12 months); M, Medium term (1-2 years); L, Long term (2-5 years).
Key Partner: The organisation that could be approached to possibly lead or facilitate the strategy or action
Partners: Organisations that could support the implementation of the strategy or action
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Strategy 1. Ongoing Development and Maintenance of Infrastructure and Facilities
Actions
Priority
Timeframe
Key Partner
1.3 Develop and implement forward plans for infrastructure development
Enhance the facilities and hangar space at
1
M
GRC
the existing airport
Investigate the most feasible opportunity to
develop the airstrip including likely
demand, regulatory requirements,
2
S
GRC
economic viability of services. This would
lead to a financially responsible proposal
for action
Continue to implement ten year
infrastructure plans to monitor asset
1
S
GRC
condition and program future replacement.
Incorporate specific priorities for the
improvement of community facilities in
small communities into operational plans
1
S
GRC
and implement these actions as soon as
funding permits

Partners
Private enterprise

CASA,
Private enterprise
BRCOC

Queensland Government,
Federal Government

BRCOC, ICOC & TQI
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Strategy 2. Maintaining a Vibrant and Sustainable Primary
Industries Sector
Issues Raised by the Community
Primary industries will continue to be the major sector in the economy. There are
opportunities to enhance the efficiency and productivity of the sector.
Water
Access to water is crucial to irrigated
agriculture in the region. Cotton in the
western half of the GRCA and lucerne in
the eastern half are major economic
drivers. The re-allocation of water in the
Murray Darling Basin is a major threat to
water security. Reduced water
allocations would have a major impact on
the economy. While many irrigators
have become more water efficient,
reduced allocations will require further
water efficiency gains and will mean that
some land will revert to dryland
production or only supplementary
irrigation.

Lobbying on water reform is continuing with Border Rivers Food and Fibre playing a
key role. This has involved demonstrating the value of irrigated agriculture.
However, it is likely that irrigated agriculture will have to adapt to reduced access to
water.
Feral Animals and Weeds
Feral dogs are a major problem particularly for sheep producers in the eastern half of
the GRCA. These are largely cross bred wild dogs and dingoes that kill both lambs
and adult sheep. This is limiting the profitability of wool and sheep production across
a large part of the region. A coordinated campaign to reduce wild dog numbers is
required urgently.
While there are ongoing weed problems across the region, a particular concern is the
spread of Harrisia Cactus particularly along roadsides. A coordinated approach to
weed control needs to be maintained together with the ability to respond to emerging
weed problems.
Labour
Having a stable, skilled workforce is crucial for efficient agriculture and limiting
factor has been difficulties accessing labour. The mining industry has strongly
competed for labour over the last several years and drought has reduced demand.
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However, the downturn in mining and easing of drought conditions has increased
agricultural demand. Attracting skilled labour requires adequate pay rates, housing
and conditions. It also requires adequate services to attract and retain families,
particularly adequate education, roads, health care etc.
Skilling
Agriculture in the GRCA is in a position to lead Queensland in agricultural practices
and technology. An opportunity is the region to be a hub for demonstrating best
practice and having leading agricultural education. The UQ Pastoral Veterinary
Centre at Goondiwindi is an important agricultural education facility. This could be
joined by:
•
•
•
•

enhanced agricultural education at schools,
hosting agricultural conferences and events,
creating a centre of excellence in the region on agriculture,
better linking with existing centres of excellence in agriculture such as the
Cotton Catchment Communities CRC at Narrabri and the University of New
England.

Marketing
Informed people stressed that primary producers in the region excelled at production
but marketing needed to be more sophisticated. There were established marketing
processes in place for agricultural products. However, developments such as the
opening up of grain markets after the loss of the “single desk” and the specification of
beef quality through the MSA system allows producers of premium products to gain
greater value. Taking advantage of these opportunities requires greater knowledge of
market requirements, relationships with marketers and improved specification and
market feedback.
Value Adding
While several producers have invested in moving up value chains such as beef
producers opening retail outlets, a considerable amount of industry knowledge,
business acumen and investment was required to be successful. However, ongoing
development of opportunities to value-add need to be progressed.
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Strategy 2. Maintaining a Vibrant and Sustainable Primary Industries Sector
Actions
Priority
Timeframe
Key Partner
2.1 Maintaining communication and management of water security
Continue industry lobbying to maintain
water security and actively provide
Border Rivers Food
1
S-M
information to the broader community
and Fibre
about developments in water policy
Engage irrigators and support industries to
Border Rivers Food
1
S
assist them in proactively preparing for
and Fibre
reduced water allocations
2.2 Improve the marketing of agricultural products and services
Engage industries in investigating and
pursuing opportunities in value adding and
improved marketing. This includes
improved communication of market
1
S-M
PIF
requirements, greater specification of
products and better access to market
feedback.
2.3 Enhance and promote agricultural skills to position the region as one of excellence
Investigate opportunities for establishing
further training and skilling in agriculture
including stronger links to existing centres
of excellence

1

S-M

Partners

GRC
BRCOC
Irrigators, BRCOC, ICOC,
TVA

GRC & BRCOC, ICOC

GTT

Priority: 1 highest to 3 lowest based on the importance expressed in community discussions
Timeframe: S, Short term (within 12 months); M, Medium term (1-2 years); L, Long term (2-5 years).
Key Partner: The organisation that could be approached to possibly lead or facilitate the strategy or action
Partners: Organisations that could support the implementation of the strategy or action

GRC,
Agforce,
BRCOC
DEEWR
DEEDI
NFF & BRFF
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Strategy 2. Maintaining a Vibrant and Sustainable Primary Industries Sector
Actions
Maintain and enhance community services
and facilities to attract and retain
agricultural workers and their families
Develop events and activities to showcase
and engage primary industry practices in
the region such as through conferences,
study tours, industry networks etc.

Priority

Timeframe

Key Partner

2

S-M

GRC

2

S-M

BRCOC
GRC

S

Agforce

Biosecurity Queensland
(DEEDI)
GRC

S-M

GRC

Biosecurity Queensland
QMDC, State Govt Depts

2.4 Minimise impacts of weeds and feral animals
Negotiate with Biosecurity Queensland to
conduct a coordinated wild dog control
1
program throughout the GRCA and to
maintain an ongoing program of control
Conduct a coordinated weed control
program to control major weeds such as
2
Harrisia Cactus

Partners
Agforce
GTT
BRCOC,ICOC, TQI
Agforce,
Pastoral Veterinary Centre
PIF
NFF
BRFF
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Strategy 3. Improving the Efficiency and Productivity of Existing
Firms.
Issues Raised by the Community
Business Networking
The BRCOC, TQI and ICOC support business networking in their respective
communities. Business After Hours is also held once a month in Goondiwindi. The
BRCOC also facilitates the Retailers Forum, a group of retailers planning cooperative
promotions and other retail activities.
GRC provides some financial support for the BRCOC, TQI and ICOC. The Council
also provides in-kind support. These organisations are important in supporting
networking between members and in hosting activities that provide opportunities for
networking in the broader business community.
Business networking and the engagement of GRC with businesses will be particularly
important in implementing this action plan and in businesses address emerging issues
such as renewable energy, carbon trading, the needs of an ageing population etc.
Support services
There is a general lack of awareness of business support services and Council services
in the region. Better linkage is needed with existing support services through
Regional Development Australia, DEEDI and others. Key areas for support are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of businesses basics such as store layout, credit control etc.
Development and maintenance of comprehensive business databases
Dissemination of business information and contacts
Knowledge of town planning and business regulations
Marketing and promotion
Maintenance of a business section on the internet portal
Provision of resources (statistics, text, photos etc) for businesses to use in their
own promotions

Several people raised the need for a Regional Economic Development Officer that
could provide support for businesses and help them access outside support. This
possible position would support the implementation of the Community Economic
Plan. However, establishing this position would depend on funding being available.
E Commerce
More training and familiarity with e-business opportunities are important.
Increasingly, the internet is becoming a business opportunity for enterprises,
particularly in rural areas. It allows local businesses to access customers and markets
potentially across the globe. It also represents a major form of economic leakage
when consumers in the region purchase products and services from outside the region
using the internet.
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The Goondiwindi web portal is an important opportunity for business and greater
showcasing of products and services needs to be developed and maintained on the
portal. The portal needs to be expanded to include businesses across the GRCA.
Support and advice services are also required for entrepreneurs looking to establish a
web-based business and for businesses entering web marketing.
Regulation
There was strong community support for regulation to be streamlined to make
business establishment and operation easier. People felt that “red tape” was a major
disincentive for business. Some people mentioned that the planning scheme needed
to be more up to date and greater flexibility in planning and regulation is needed.
Council was seen to have the potential to be an important business partner. GRC
facilitates business networking with its support of organisations but people also saw it
making the region more business-friendly while maintaining the quality of life in the
region.
Reducing Leakage
Shopping in Toowoomba and Brisbane is a major form of leakage. Many people
“piggyback” visits to boarding school, doctors etc. in major centres with shopping
trips. Major retailers in large centres can bulk buy and businesses in the GRCA can’t
compete on price or inventory. It is likely that there is also significant leakage on the
internet.
This situation is likely to continue but businesses in the region can better compete
with larger centres by:
•
•
•
•

Improving customer service,
Having better streetscapes in towns and enhanced shopping experiences,
Continuing “buy local” campaigns,
Maintaining inventory.

Marketing
The marketing of products and services from the region needs to be more
sophisticated. This requires greater knowledge of markets, processes for consistent
feedback from markets, and more targeted promotion. On the supply side, Quality
Assurance schemes are in place in agriculture and manufacturing but there needs to be
greater education and information about these in the region. They may only suit a
limited number of operations. On the demand side, appropriate market research is
needed to assist different sectors to better understand their markets and to develop
products to best meet market specifications.
Support from BRCOC, TQI and ICOC, and possibly an Economic Development
Officer at GRC, would be important to agriculture and other businesses being more
sophisticated in their marketing.
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Promotion
The promotion of the region has two aspects. First, tourism promotion is discussed in
Tourism and Events. Second, effort needs to continue to promote the region as a
place to live and relocate to. The region is seen as a “bush” location for investment
and the location of professionals. However, the lifestyle is very attractive to people
who can overcome this perception. The region is promoted at the Country Week
Expo, in media coverage, on the web portal and at information centres.
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Strategy 3. Improving the Efficiency and Productivity of Existing Firms.
Actions
Priority
3.1 Having well networked and engaged businesses
GRC to provide equitable support for the
operation of the Border Rivers Chamber of
1
Commerce, Inglewood Chamber of
Commerce and Texas Visitors Association.
3.2 Reducing economic leakage
Develop and implemented a coordinated
strategy for reducing leakage including
maintaining a “buy local” campaign,
2
business networking to establish netter
local supply chains.
Implement existing plans to upgrade
shopping precincts to encourage local
1
shopping
3.3 Comprehensive business support services
Promote business advisory services and
programs available through DEEDI such as
1
Jobs Assist and Federal Enterprise Connect
service.

Timeframe

Key Partner

Partners

S

GRC

BRCOC, ICOC, TVA

M

BRCOC, ICOC,
TVA

GRC

M

GRC

BRCOC, ICOC, TVA

S

GRC

DEEDI,
RDA

Priority: 1 highest to 3 lowest based on the importance expressed in community discussions
Timeframe: S, Short term (within 12 months); M, Medium term (1-2 years); L, Long term (2-5 years).
Key Partner: The organisation that could be approached to possibly lead or facilitate the strategy or action
Partners: Organisations that could support the implementation of the strategy or action
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Strategy 3. Improving the Efficiency and Productivity of Existing Firms.
Actions
Priority
3.3 Comprehensive business support services (cont’d)
Strengthen linkages with existing business
support services such as through RDA, and
1
QCCI and DEEDI to support businesses
with training and advice
Develop a program to improve marketing
for interested businesses that includes
1
training, market research and cooperative
learning
Expand web-marketing for businesses on
the Goondiwindi Portal and expand the
2
portal to cover the GRCA.
GRC to engage with business and relevant
Queensland government agencies to
1
investigate ways to streamline regulation

Timeframe

Key Partner

Partners

S

GTT

DEEDI, QCCI
BRCOC, ICOC, TQI

M

GTT

PIF,DEEDI,
BRCOC, ICOC, TQI

S

BRCOC

TQI, ICOC
GRC

S-M

GRC

Govt Depts
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Strategy 4. Improving the Skills and Capacity of the Workforce
Issues Raised by the Community
Representatives of the business community saw skilling and education as crucial to
maintaining competitiveness and for businesses to adapt to technology and market
demand. Adequate training programs also help to attract and retain quality staff.
High technology agricultural and other industries require high levels of skills. There
is also a multiplier effect from skilled employment where other jobs and investment
are generated in support industries.
The GTTC and the Skills Formation Strategy were recognised as important economic
assets in the region supporting industry skills and business development. GTTC
provided high quality training and its support for school based traineeships, in
particular, was important.
Businesses, largely through the BRCOC, need to continue to liaise with GTTC on the
identification of business training needs and the provision of appropriate courses.
At-risk and disengaged workers require support to access training, particularly access
to public transport.
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Strategy 4. Improving the Skills and Capacity of the Workforce
Actions

Priority

Timeframe

Key Partner

Maintain support for GTTC as a key centre
for training in the Goondiwindi area.

1

S-M

GTT

Support existing initiatives to develop a
skilled workforce in the region such as
apprenticeships, the Skills Formation
Strategy and access to TAFE and
University

1

S-M

GTT

1

S-M

GTT

Investigate current arrangements for
training in the eastern half of the GRCA
and consider an outreach service from
GTTC and/or Warwick TAFE.
Business, DET and Centrelink to engage
each other to review training and support
services for disengaged workers to gain
skills and re-enter the workforce.
Investigate ways to gain information from
businesses about learning needs and adjust
learning delivery to better meet needs

2

S

GTT

1

S-M

GTT

Partners
DET, GRC, BRCOC,
Schools, Job Network
providers
QTTC,
Schools,
TAFE,
USQ
GRC, BRCOC, Job
Network providers,
Centrelink, DEEDI,
DET, DEEWR
GRC, DET, BRCOC,
SQIT, Training
providers
BRCOC, ICOC, TQI,
GRC, DET, DEEDI,
DEEWR, Job Network
providers, Centrelink
Businesses,
DET,
Job Network providers,
Centrelink, BRCOC
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Strategy 5. Attracting and Retaining New Businesses, Investment,
Population and Employment.
Issues Raised by the Community
Diversification of the economy is particularly important in the GRCA. Attracting
new businesses and encouraging local business starts is an important strategy in itself
but it can also help broaden the region’s economic base. However, many
communities have focused too strongly on attracting new businesses to their region.
Business attraction needs to be balanced with other strategies.
Incentives
Several community members stressed that the GRCA needs to be as business-friendly
as possible. The location of businesses depends on individual entrepreneurial
decisions. The Goondiwindi Regional Council does not have the resources to offer
major incentives for business. However, GRC and the business organisations in the
region, need to progress the development of an attraction package that can be
consistently applied and marketed. This may include temporary rate reductions,
Council services, business support services, and infrastructure and land available for
businesses.
Local government approval processes need to be as streamlined and be as timely as
possible.
Specific Opportunities
Residents raised a number of specific opportunities for new businesses as follows:
•
•
•

Establishing a stopover for transport companies including, for example, driver
interchange, a truck depot, truck maintenance etc.
Business opportunities in sustainability such as renewable energy and biofuel.
Some producers already supply the Dalby biofuel plant.
Further development and support for home-based and internet-based
businesses.

Some sectors were seen as lacking opportunity. People felt that manufacturing was
very competitive and largely depended on low wage rates offshore. However, there
may be opportunities for manufacturing associated with agriculture. The
development of an agricultural college would have significant benefits but even
existing colleges are at risk of not being viable. Opportunities to attract and expand
government departments locally are very limited given the long term trend in reduced
regional service delivery in government.
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Promotion
Existing proposals to promote the region to business need to continue to progress
namely:
•

•

Development of comprehensive information about what the GRCA has to
offer business and industry including the lifestyle and business opportunities
across the Council area,
Preparation and distribution of a business relocation guide: - a guide for
businesses to be established in the region.

Appropriate Development
It is important that the region attract and fosters development that is consistent with
the lifestyle and values of communities. Businesses that maintain and enhance the
cohesion, safety, amenity of communities and local economic benefits are more
favourable than industries that have high leakage, for example.
Industry development is largely dependent on the decisions of private enterprise.
However, the GRC and the business community can be guided by the principles and
strategies in this plan, coupled with well informed decision making, to attract
businesses that enhance the economic, social, environmental and cultural assets of the
community.
Facilities
To relocate to the region, businesses need appropriate infrastructure and facilities. A
well serviced industrial estate, developed in two to three stages, was seen as a priority
for Goondiwindi. Appropriately zoned land would need to be available for this to
proceed. Some community members also mentioned developing facilities to suit
contractors such as equipment maintenance facilities, appropriate staff
accommodation etc.
A business incubator model was seen as unlikely to succeed because there were not
enough current businesses, and emerging businesses, to support it.
Making Communities Attractive for People
Economic development involves making the region’s communities attractive for
people. This attracts not only new business operators but also:
•
•
•

increases the population that can support businesses and services,
encourages local shopping and consumption,
attracts skilled, reliable employees.

Making communities attractive involves a range of elements as follows:
•

Employment for the partner of an employed person. A family may be
attracted to the region because the “bread-winner” gains employment.
However, appropriate employment for their partner is also important. Without
employment opportunities for both partners, the family may not settle in the
region.
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•

Appropriate housing needs to be available. Even though housing may be
reasonably affordable in the region, if it is not of a suitable standard and if
there is little choice, this can be a disincentive to attract people.

•

Educational choice for children is an important factor in the location of
working families.

•

The amenity of communities and shopping choice also influences the
attractiveness of communities.

The region is addressing these issues. A
masterplan for street scaping of the central
shopping areas of Goondiwindi, Inglewood
and Texas is being developed by the GRC.
There are ongoing efforts by the community
and educational providers to enhance
educational choice and distance education.
Investment in the Waterpark in Goondiwindi
was seen as a contribution to the amenity and
lifestyle of the community to attract people.
Some suggestions to make the region more
attractive were:
•
•
•
•

more cafes and restaurants,
improved standard of housing,
businesses facilitating employment for
partners
better access to, and use of, the river
system.

Attracting and Retaining Professionals
Attracting and retaining professionals is a particular difficulty in regional Australia.
Some people felt that many professionals perceive the region as “the bush” and feel
that it offers limited professional development and facilities. Other informed people
stressed that professionals can establish businesses in the region and not be
professionally isolated. There were enough professionals settled in centres such as
Goondiwindi to maintain professional contacts and career development. The use of
telecommunications also allows professional service providers to base themselves
locally.
Local secondary schooling opportunities are important. The standard of education,
and educational choice for children entering secondary school was often a trigger
point for families to move to larger centres.
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Managing a Potential Mining “Boom”
When the economy recovers from the current recession, it is likely that the coal and
coal seam gas industry will resume its expansion in the Surat Basin. The GRCA is
removed from any direct mining activity in the basin. However, the region needs to
be prepared to attract contractors and mining-related services that may locate in the
area. The potential impact of an influx of employees would need to be managed
together with capturing the economic benefits of businesses that may service the Surat
Basin possibly on a fly in, fly out basis.
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Strategy 5. Attracting and Retaining New Businesses, Investment, Population and Employment
Actions
Priority
Timeframe
Key Partner
Partners
5.1 Fostering the establishment of new businesses
Review the availability of land for business
across the GRCA and consider the
1
M
GRC
BRCOC, ICOC and TQI
establishment of a serviced industrial estate
in Goondiwindi
The BRCC, ICC and TQI to cooperate on
the preparation and distribution of a
BRCOC, ICOC and
1
S
GRC
business relocation guide for the region
TQI
Separate guide for each town.
The BRCC, ICC and TQI to cooperate on
developing comprehensive information
BRCOC, ICOC and
1
S
GRC
about what the GRCA has to offer business
TQI
and industry across the Council area
GRC and the business organisations in the
region need to develop an attraction
1
L
GRC
BRCOC, ICOC and TQI
package including streamlined regulation
and possible incentives for business
Investigate options for development of
1
M
Private Developers
GRC, BRCOC, TQI, ICOC
industrial land.
5.2 Developing specific opportunities for business
Investigate specific opportunities for
business including a stopover for transport
BRCOC, ICOC and
companies, renewable energy, home-based
1
M
GRC
TQI
and internet-based businesses, and service
industries for the Surat Basin
Priority: 1 highest to 3 lowest based on the importance expressed in community discussions
Timeframe: S, Short term (within 12 months); M, Medium term (1-2 years); L, Long term (2-5 years).
Key Partner: The organisation that could be approached to possibly lead or facilitate the strategy or action
Partners: Organisations that could support the implementation of the strategy or action
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Strategy 5. Attracting and Retaining New Businesses, Investment, Population and Employment
Actions
Priority
Timeframe
5.3 Making communities attractive to business and new residents
Implement the masterplan for street
scaping of the central shopping areas of
1
L
Goondiwindi, Inglewood and Texas
Encourage private enterprise to develop a
2
high standard of housing and businesses
M
such as cafes and restaurants
Support efforts to offer greater access to
2
education and educational choice
Considered
M
In particular better access to year 11 &12
priority 1 in
Texas
Progress actions to enhance community
amenity such as access to the river, walking
2
M
tracks, community facilities etc.
Improve access to public transport
1
S/M
5.4 Attracting and retaining professionals and young people.
Include aspects of the community that
would be attractive to professionals in
2
S
business promotion (above) such as
lifestyle, education etc.
Encourage networking between
professionals and contact with broader
2
S
professional communities
Facilitate the availability of high speed
2
L
broadband and information technology

Key Partner

Partners

GRC

Private enterprise

BRCOC &GTT to develop
Aussie Host program

Education providers

GRC & TQI, ICOC

GRC

BRCOC, ICOC & TQI

Q Transport

GRC, BRCOC,ICOC & TQI

BRCOC, ICOC,
TQI

GRC & Govt Depts.

BRCC, ICC, TQI
Federal
Government

GRC
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Strategy 6. Enhancing Tourism
Issues Raised by the Community
Tourism is developing an economic opportunity that would help diversify the
economy. It has been an important economic contributor during the drought and has
been a growing sector for the last several years.
Assets
The region has several key tourism advantages and assets including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coolmunda Dam for fishing, camping etc.
Having five highways converging in the region,
Scenery and landscapes,
Good water supply,
The river system,
Goondiwindi Botanic gardens,
Goondiwindi Waterpark,
Gunsynd Museum,
Events such as the Texas Country Music Festival, Gourmet in Gundy etc.

Attraction-based and experiential tourism are limited. There are few major attractions
to make the region a specific destination apart from Coolmunda Dam. The region is
largely a through-region with high volumes of through traffic travelling to and from
Brisbane or to the north and west. The main challenge is to “capture” travelling
tourists and retain them for more than a day. Many people visit attractions in the
region such as the Gynsynd Museum, Customs House, Goondiwindi Botanic gardens
because they are in the region for other reasons such as passing through or visiting
family and friends.
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Opportunities
There are a range of tourism opportunities. First, some people raised the opportunity
of better leveraging off the tourism “anchor” of the food and wine experience of the
Granite Belt. Tourists visiting the Granite Belt could be attracted to the eastern part
of the GRCA with, for example, self drive tours from Warwick and Stanthorpe. This
option would be enhanced by improved roads, greater promotion and marketing and
improved tourism “product” in the Texas and Inglewood areas. Despite this, there
were experienced tourism people in the region that felt that this option had been
pursued previously and had not been very successful.
Second, agricultural tourism has been limited by the drought. One operator conducts
cotton tours at Goondiwindi. With improved conditions, this remains a tourism
opportunity together with well managed farm stays and farm experiences for tourists.
Third, “Grey Nomads” and other caravaners make up a substantial part of tourism in
the region. While they have a relatively low daily spend, they are a key tourism
market because of the highways that bring them through the region. Improved
facilities such as dump stations, picnic areas, and caravan parks and needed to attract
and support this sector.
Fourth, there is an opportunity for arts and culture to be integrated more effectively
with tourism. The Euraba paper factory at Boggabilla is a tourist opportunity but arts
and cultural events, shopping and “hands-on” arts practice are possible options for
tourism.
Coolmunda Dam
A major tourism asset is Coolmunda Dam. It attracts many fishers and campers and
has very high levels of visitation during peak periods such as Easter and other long
weekends.
Tourism at the dam is currently limited by inadequate facilities which has led to
rubbish and poor sanitation. Improved facilities are urgently required for camping.
Accommodation, such as cabins, also needs to be available and properly serviced.
A difficulty is linking local businesses with people visiting the dam. Many visitors
are self contained and come with food and supplies purchased in centres to the east,
often Brisbane, Ipswich or Warwick. Visitors do not travel through Inglewood to
reach the dam. There is an opportunity for Inglewood businesses to have outlets or
hold market days at the dam. Incentives need to be developed to attract dam visitors
to travel into Inglewood.
Events
The GRCA has significant tourism events such as:
• Texas Country Music Festival,
• Gourmet in Gundy,
• The Hell of the West Triathlon,
• The ultralight aircraft weekend in Inglewood,
• Picnic races,
• Waterski events.
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There is a major opportunity to expand events and support organisations hosting
events. Often major events are hosted by the business organisations in each town.
These organisations need particular support during the lead up to events. The
engagement of the broader business community needs to be facilitated and the core
organising individuals need to be supported.
The coordination of events is also important. The Border Rivers Chamber of
Commerce produces and disseminates an events calendar for Goondiwindi and
district. It also produces a monthly Events Alert to advise hospitality-oriented
businesses when to expect an influx of visitors. Both activities need to be expanded
to include the business organisations in Texas and Inglewood disseminating
information about events in their communities.
The region needs to actively “prospect” to attract events. This would include
identifying key events that would suit the facilities in the region and developing
appropriate ways to communicate what the region would have to offer. The BRCOC
has prepared a Conference and Events Prospectus and this could be more proactively
distributed to events coordinators.
The showgrounds in Goondiwindi, Inglewood and Texas are assets for attracting
events. The P and A Society in Goondiwindi is developing a master plan for the site
and could be a key organisation in hosting events.
Conferences
The GRCA has a major opportunity to develop its capacity to host conferences.
Goondiwindi, in particular, has a relatively high standard of accommodation and
meeting facilities that would be suited to conferences. In 2007, Goondiwindi hosted
the Agforce annual conference. The BRCOC has prepared and submitted proposals to
host conferences such as the 2009 Queensland Information Centres Conference.
Some additional actions are:
•
•
•

Actively “prospect” for conferences particularly those that have a rural
orientation,
Maintaining core conference facilities to a high standard,
Consult with key organisations to assist in developing the conference potential
of the region such as DEEDI and Toowoomba and Golden West Tourism.

Promotion and Information
BRCOC conduct a range of promotion and information activities such as
•
•
•
•
•

Production and dissemination of the Accommodation Guide,
Production and distribution of information and promotion products,
Contribution of text and graphics to magazines and information boards,
Maintenance of a tourism section on the internet portal,
Involvement with Toowoomba and Golden West Tourism, and the Newell and
Leichhardt Highway Promotions Committees.
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These activities need to be expanded to include the other business organisations in
Inglewood and Texas. This would involve the development of appropriate promotion
materials and guides. It would also require a coordinated approach to promotion
while highlighting the particular attractions of each district in the region.
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Strategy 6. Enhancing Tourism
Actions
Priority
6.1 Developing Specific Tourism Opportunities
Collate current ways of “capturing” passing
traffic and develop options for enhancing
1
the stop-over of tourists
Investigate ways of leveraging from the
Granite Belt. This would require
discussions with Granite Belt Wine and
2
Tourism and the Southern Downs and
Granite Belt Tourist Association.
Develop a small working group to develop
options for agriculture-based tourism and
2
engage with potential operators
Develop options to improve camping and
accommodation facilities at Coolmunda
1
Dam and arrange for appropriate
supervision and maintenance
6.2 Attracting and Supporting Events and Conferences
Provide support for organisations leading
up to the hosting of major events. This
1
may include financial assistance and/or
staff support

Timeframe

Key Partner

Partners

S

BRCOC,
TQI,ICOC

GRC,
TGWT

M

TQI,ICOC

GRC,
GBWT,SDGBTA

S

BRCOC,
TQI,ICOC

GRC,
TGWT

S-M

GRC

S

GRC

DERM., Sunwater, ICOC

Priority: 1 highest to 3 lowest based on the importance expressed in community discussions
Timeframe: S, Short term (within 12 months); M, Medium term (1-2 years); L, Long term (2-5 years).
Key Partner: The organisation that could be approached to possibly lead or facilitate the strategy or action
Partners: Organisations that could support the implementation of the strategy or action

BRCOC, TQI, ICOC,
TGWT
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Strategy 6. Enhancing Tourism
Actions
Priority
Timeframe
6.2 Attracting and Supporting Events and Conferences (cont’d)
Expand the coordination of BRCOC to
include the Inglewood Chamber of
Commerce and the Texas Visitors
1
S
Association in the development and
promotion of events
Review the existing conference prospectus,
select key conferences and actively
1
S-M
“prospect” to attract conferences initially to
Goondiwindi.
6.3 Enhancing Tourism Promotion
Expand the tourism promotion activities of
BRCOC to include The Inglewood
1
S
Chamber of Commerce and the Texas
Visitors Association
Regular review of events calendar and
identify any opportunities for new or
1
S
improved events.
Develop promotional material such as
agricultural fact sheets to provide
1
S
information on local agricultural industries.
Continue operation of Visitor Information
1
S
Centres
Improve tourism signage
1
M

Key Partner

Partners

BRCOC, TQI,
ICOC

GRC

BRCOC

GRC,
TGWT

BRCOC, TQI,
ICOC

GRC

BRCOC, TQI,
ICOC

GRC, Care Goondiwindi

BRCOC

GRC & BRFF

BRCOC & GRC
GRC, DTMR

BRCOC, TQI & ICOC
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Strategy 7. Developing Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Issues Raised by the Community
Several informed people mentioned that people were generally conservative and
innovation and entrepreneurship was needed in business. There were examples of
businesses that were quite entrepreneurial that had identified market opportunities and
developed innovative ways to meet them. However, greater innovation will be
needed in the future and deliberate actions need to foster it.
Mentoring of entrepreneurs
People looking to develop innovative ideas, particularly young people, could be better
mentored by successful local business operators. This requires some “intelligence”
about people with emerging businesses ideas and existing networks to support them.
This could be enhanced by ongoing engagement between business organisations,
schools and the community. A Young Business Ambassador program should also be
considered. This could be an on-line networking group supported by business visits.
Existing support arrangements for emerging businesses, such as through DEEDI, need
to also be proactively accessed.
Venture Capital
Innovative ideas need venture capital. Access to high risk capital is very restricted in
the current recession. However, close contact needs to be maintained with lenders to
inform businesses of opportunities to access capital and facilitate businesses and
lenders negotiating venture capital arrangements.
Agricultural Innovation
As mentioned earlier, there are opportunities for the region to become a centre of
excellence, particularly in agriculture. This would involve expanding the function of
existing agricultural facilities, showcasing on-farm innovation and linking more
closely with centres of excellence interstate.
Stimulating Innovation
Existing businesses need to be exposed to innovative ideas and rewarded for success.
Some suggested ways to achieve this are:
•
•
•

Holding an “ideas forum” with businesses and the community to identify and
develop possible opportunities,
Include innovation in business awards or having separate innovation awards,
GRC providing a small grant for business operators to attend conference or
training programs.
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Attracting and retaining young people
Several people saw that innovation was associated with young people and attracting
and retaining young people was important to stimulating entrepreneurial activity.
This involves improving educational options, local career-entry employment, having
activities for young people and attracting young people back to the community after
they have left.
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Strategy 7. Developing Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Actions
Develop ongoing engagement between
business organisations, schools and the
community to identify and support
emerging entrepreneurs.
Establish a Business Development Program
for young people.
Maintain awareness and proactively access
existing business support for emerging
businesses, such as through DEEDI
Facilitate networking between businesses
and bankers to enhance opportunities to
access venture capital
Consider holding an annual ideas forum for
businesses in the GRCA
Consider hosting innovation awards

Priority

Timeframe

Key Partner

Partners

1

S

BRCC, ICC, TQI

GRC

2

S

GTT, BRCOC,
ICOC, TQI

GRC

1

S

BRCOC, ICOC,
TQI

GRC

2

M

BRCOC, ICOC,
TQI

GRC

1

S

2

S

BRCOC, ICOC,
TQI
BRCOC, ICOC,
TQI

Priority: 1 highest to 3 lowest based on the importance expressed in community discussions
Timeframe: S, Short term (within 12 months); M, Medium term (1-2 years); L, Long term (2-5 years).
Key Partner: The organisation that could be approached to possibly lead or facilitate the strategy or action
Partners: Organisations that could support the implementation of the strategy or action

GRC
GRC
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Strategy 8. Enhancing the Creative Economy
Issues Raised by the Community
Economic Contribution of the Arts
Arts, culture and heritage are traditionally seen as activities for pleasure and personal
enrichment. However, they can also contribute substantially to the economy and there
are opportunities for this in the GRCA. Some potential benefits are:
•
•
•

A multiplier effect of attracting artists and visitors to the region such as in
accommodation, cafes etc.,
An enhanced arts and cultural life in the region can make communities more
attractive for people, particularly families, young people and professionals,
Improved arts facilities could attract more travelling performances and
exhibitions stimulating local spending and possibly reducing the number of
people travelling to Toowoomba and Warwick to see performances.

Arts and music events already attract visitors to the region such as the “Big Sing” in
Goondiwindi and the Texas Country Music Festival. Some opportunities for
enhancing the “creative economy” are:
•

•
•
•
•

Creating links between arts, culture and tourism. This may include an arts
component of existing events such as Gourmet in Gundy or specific arts
events such as exhibitions and performances. It would also include ongoing
tourism opportunities such as arts shopping, exhibitions or opportunities for
tourists to try artistic work casually or as a “summer school”.
Enhancing Indigenous cultural experiences such as dance, language, tours,
story-telling, music etc.
Improving the marketing of artistic products such as a retail outlet and
particularly via the internet possibly using the Goondiwindi portal.
Local performances and exhibitions stimulate the circulation of local
spending.
A vibrant arts sector contributes to well being and fosters lifelong learning.

Arts Space
There was strong support in the arts community for a cultural hub/arts space and a
tiered theatre in Goondiwindi. The arts space would allow preparation, display and
performance of arts and cultural work and would be part of a broader community hub
incorporating all community groups. A range of issues would need to be addressed
for this to progress:
•

•

A business case would need to be developed outlining the costs, benefits and
breadth of community involvement and benefit in the concept. This would
also need to include proposals for maintaining ongoing management and
upkeep.
There needs to be equity in investment between support for the arts and say,
sport. At the same time, support for the arts needs to be equitable across the
GRCA.
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•

The business case would also need to discuss options including the use of
existing facilities as a second priority.

The likely benefits of an arts space suffer from a chicken and egg situation where the
facility itself has the potential to create involvement and a market for the arts. Also
community benefits would extend beyond what can be economically quantified.
However, for a major investment to be made with public funds, a business case
showing a breadth of community benefit would be important.
Fostering Arts-Based Businesses
Arts businesses have been developed locally such as a framing studio in Goondiwindi.
Many existing businesses are home based with artists selling their products. There is
potential for this to expand with a shop front, possibly on a cooperative basis, and
particularly on the internet.
Support services are needed through Arts Queensland, GRC or DEEDI to foster local
arts-based entrepreneurs with marketing, accessing grants, and business development.
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Strategy 8. Enhancing the Creative Economy
Actions
Develop a set of the most feasible
opportunities for the arts to link with
tourism and identify funding sources and
an action plan to progress these options

Priority

Timeframe

Key Partner

2

S

BRCOC, TQI,
ICOC

Partners
TGWT,
Arts Queensland
Gwndi Performing
Arts,
Gwindi Arts Council,
Texas Arts Council

Engage with the Indigenous community to
Local Arts and
Indigenous
investigate interest and opportunities for
2
S-M
organisations
Heritage Groups
enhancing Indigenous cultural experiences
Develop and implement a small business
Arts Queensland,
development program for potential arts1
L
Local Arts Groups
DEEDI
based businesses.
Develop a business case for an appropriate
arts and cultural facility in Goondiwindi
Local Arts and
Community
that would be part of a broader community
1
L
Heritage Groups
organisations
hub. This would include a dedicated space
GRC
and alternatives and show community
benefits.
Investigate the needs of the arts and
heritage community in Inglewood, Texas
Local Arts and
and the smaller communities of the GRCA
1
M
GRC
Heritage Groups
and incorporate their needs into a plan for
arts, culture and heritage.
Priority: 1 highest to 3 lowest based on the importance expressed in community discussions
Timeframe: S, Short term (within 12 months); M, Medium term (1-2 years); L, Long term (2-5 years).
Key Partner: The organisation that could be approached to possibly lead or facilitate the strategy or action
Partners: Organisations that could support the implementation of the strategy or action
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Implementation of the Community Economic Plan
The following diagram outlines a process for the implementation of the Futures plan.
Finalisation of the Community Economic Plan
• Community feedback on the draft
• Approval by Goondiwindi Regional Council

Establishing Management Arrangements
for the Implementation of Actions and Ongoing
Community Involvement

Mapping Actions
to Responsible Organisations and to Appropriate
Timeframes

Working Groups and Responsible Organisations
Implementing Actions

GRC to consider the
incorporation of
actions that are its core
business within its
operational plans.

GRC to negotiate with
responsible
organisations about
incorporating actions
into their operational
plans.

Annual Review

Facilitate the
implementation of the
plan
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Finalising the Plan
The Community Economic Plan would be finalised after community feedback on the
draft. A summary of the draft plan would be circulated to participants in the original
community engagement and to key organisations and individuals. Comments would
be welcomed on the plan.
Council would also need to formally accept and approve the Community Economic
Plan on behalf of the community. While the plan belongs to the community,
Goondiwindi Regional Council would act as a “steward” for the plan taking day to
day responsibility for arrangements for its implementation through a range of
responsible organisations and groups.
Management Arrangements
Appropriate management arrangements are crucial to the implementation of the plan.
It is important that community representatives maintain oversight of the
implementation of the plan. Organisations that are implementing actions also need to
be represented in decisions on the plan. Actions need to have an identified “driver”
and options for obtaining resources in order to be effectively implemented. Specific
management arrangements are discussed later in this section.
Mapping Actions
The large list of strategies and actions need to be segmented according to the
responsible party. An “Agency Key” needs to be developed which allows actions to
be grouped with appropriate agencies or groups that would be responsible for action.
This will facilitate negotiation with these parties.
Negotiating with Supporting Organisations
Prior to the finalisation of the plan, GRC would need to convene discussions with
organisations such as Queensland Government agencies that have the prime
responsibility for the implementation of one or more actions in the plan. The
incorporation of actions into the operational plans of agencies would be negotiated.
Implementation of Actions
Over a period of several years, responsible groups or organisations would implement
actions within the constraints of resources and available effort. Goondiwindi
Regional Council has three main roles in implementing actions:
1. GRC would need to consider actions that are its core business and look to
incorporate them into the Council’s operational plans and budget over the next
several years.
2. GRC would need to negotiate with other responsible organisations, such as
Queensland Government departments, Chamber of Commerce etc., to have
them consider incorporating actions in their operational plans and budgets.
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3. The GRC would “steward” the implementation of the plan on behalf of the
community. This means facilitating and coordinating the implementation of
actions by a range of organisations, monitoring actions and timeframes and
maintaining communication with the community.

It is important that a particular list of small, low cost actions is identified for each of
the main topics of the plan for responsible groups to implement within six months of
the finalisation of the plan. These small visible successes are crucial for the
community to maintain trust in the community planning process.
Annual Review
It is recommended that the Goondiwindi Regional Council arrange for a brief annual
review of the implementation of actions. This would identify achievements that can
be reported to the community and responsible organisations. It would also identify
constraints and issues that need to be addressed to maintain a high level of
implementation.
Management Arrangements
The proposed arrangements to manage the implementation of actions is as follows.

GRC (Coordinator)

Strategies

Operational Plan and Annual Priorities
(Negotiated with Chambers of Commerce and
other organisations)

Working Groups
(as required for strategy implementation)

Actions
Community Plan Implementation Group(Implemented by appropriate organisations and groups)
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Working Groups
A working group would be established as required for individual strategies. Some of
these working groups would be existing groups such as the Border Rivers Chamber of
Commerce. Some may be new working groups formed specifically to implement the
plan.

